Using the notation of the theory of basic hypergeometric functions where (q),,,=(l -q)(l -q')... it is easily shown that-under suitable assumptions on A, B and k-(l) and (Vl ) hold for all integers n, r and s. (See, e.g., Cigler [7, ( 16) provided that all series converge absolutely.
Remark. In all applications we shall choose ak and b, in such a way that all resulting series will be absolutely convergent.
In Part I, we shall demonstrate, besides some other applications, that the transformations (Sl ) and (S2) lead to simple proofs of the Eulerian pentagonal number theorem, the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, the RogersSelberg identities related to the modulus 7 and the Gollnitz-Gordon identities related to the modulus 8.
If we restrict 141 to 141 < 1 and let b alone approach infinity in Eqs. (Tl) and (T2), we obtain kc~,;ak(q),,k;q),_,= f y'2 f -k2ak j=O (q)a-J k= -a (q~J+r-(q)/k (RI)
The special case uk = xkqrk2 (c completely arbitrary) of (Rl) was first stated by Bressoud [6, Lemma 21 . Concerning this Bressoud [6, p. 2391 remarks "Lemma 2 is new and should have a wide range of applicability."
In Part II we shall use the transformations (Rl) and (R2) in connection with (Sl ) and (S2) to give straightforward proofs of the analytic generalizations of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, which are due to Andrews and Bressoud: If we use instead of Eq. (Vl) (Eq. (V2) is easily obtained by replacing q by q-' in (Vl)) in the proof of (Tl), we have Now, let a = b = n, ak = 6,, (6,,, = 1, 6,,, = 0 for k # 0), 141 < 1 and n tend to infinity; we get (4) This identity is due to Euler. A combinatorial proof (by means of Durfee squares) is given in [2] . Now we give some applications of (Tl) and (T2), respectively, of their infinite forms (Sl ) and (S2). In all our considerations we shall assume I41 < 1.
The general method will be to "reduce" the infinite series identities by (Sl ) and (S2) to simple finite-sum identities, which allow an easy proof (e.g., by recurrence).
As the first example we present a simple proof of the Eulerian pentagonal number theorem 
k=O which is an immediate consequence of (1); see, e.g., Cigler [7, (S) ]. This proves identity (5) . In order to prove the Rogers-Ramanujan identities f' r* 1 1+i~,(l-q)(l-~2)...(1-q')=~~o(*-q5"+1)(l-q5n+4) n and i2+, 1+j~,(l-q)(ly:)...(l-4')=,,_,(1-q5"12)(l-q5n+3)~ ii 1
we simply need Jacobi's triple product identity (x # 0) s c xnqn2= fi (1 -q2"f2)(1+.xq2n+')(1 +x-'q*"+l), I?= -z n=O and the finite forms of Euler's pentagonal number theorem
and (11) The triple product identity is also a consequence of the q-binomial theorem:
The q-binomial theorem (6) gives
which in the limit j + cc becomes
Substituting q2 in the place of q gives Eq. (9) . (The idea of this proof is due to Cauchy; see, e.g., Bressoud [6, p. 2361.) In Part II we shall show that the identities (10) and (11) are simple implications of (Tl ) and (T2) as well. If we replace q by q2 in formula (Sl ) and (S2), and
~~ 31, we receive (13), (14) and (15) (In Slater's list [9] these identities are Eqs. (38) and (39) with q replaced by (-q).) Here our reduction procedure leads to the finite-sum identities
[ 1 j+k 2=(-q2;q2)j(q;q2)j+L, (22) which are satisfying the recursions A,= (1 + q'j) Bzjp I and
Further examples, which easily can be treated with our method, are c --=(q2.;2)
,=o(q)2j+l 3 00 n 0 =(-4)nc.
Equation (26) is identity (9) in Slater's list [9] . In those cases in which S2j and T2j+, (with certain chosen ak and bk) are disguised forms of the q-binomial theorem, we generally have for x #O, m = 1, 2,... and 141 < 1:
(x --'q"'2; q"Z) j (xq@; qy j and (ym,jl,n)
The proof is almost a triviality:
follows from (9) . Taking (Sl) with q replaced by qm and ak = ( -1 )k q(3/2)mk2~k, we get s2j, 21 where
Now the q-binomial theorem (12) gives s*, = (x+q"'*; q")j (xq"'$ q"),,
which completes the proof of identity (27). Identity (28) follows similarly with (S2) in the place of (Sl ). Immediate consequences of the identities (27) and (28) are the following theorems. EXAMPLES.
follows from identity (27) with m = 1 and x = -q1i2.
.j=O (4; 4 )j+ 1 (4)j'
(30) mn 0 This is identity (28) with m= 1 and x= -qe1j2.
"no is Theorem 3 with p = 1. (36) 
II
Before proving the analytic generalizations of the RogerssRamanujan identities of Andrews and Bressoud, (2) and (3), we give the proofs of the finite forms of the Eulerian pentagonal number theorem, (10) and (1 1 ), and some lemmas for technical reasons.
Proofof(10)and(11).Choosinga,=(-1)
,=o (q)cr-ik= -00 (q)j+k In the limit j + co these equations change into the Eulerian identities (24) and (23). Now the proofs of (2) and (3) are merely verifications.
Proof of (2) . By the triple product identity (9) we have (1 -4T1=(q), n=O
For r=l (-1Yq For r > 3 we have
. f (-1yq
(1/2)(2k-2r+3)/*-(1/2)(2k~2r+l)./ (4)r,-l+j(9)jr-1-,
(by repeated (Rl)).
The case r= k now immediately follows from the finite form of the Eulerian pentagonal number theorem equation (lo), otherwise (Lemma 3 ) where M,=m,+mi+I+ ... + mk ~ I (i = 1, 2 ,..., k -1). This completes the proof of (2).
Proof of (3). The verification of (3) is almost word for word the same as that of identity (2) . Instead of Lemma 4, Lemma 6 and Lemma 3 we just have to use Lemma 8, Lemma 10 and Lemma 7 in the given order.
Remark.
The case r = k (k 3 2) of identity (3) where the Ji are defined as above. Before we give the proofs of (45) and (46), we have to state two lemmas for technical reasons.
LEMMA 11. Let m be a positive integer. Then We now assume that Lemma 11 holds for A4 ,< m -1: The case r = k follows again from Eq. (16), the case 2 <r < k from Lemma 11. This completes the proof of (45).
Proof of (46). Now we use transformation (S2) in the reduction procedure. Further special cases of (45) and (46) related to the modulus 11 are: 
Now, for the sake of brevity, we just give a rough sketch of how our technique supplies the following analytic generalizations of the GollnitzGordon identities, (19) and (20), which has been stated first by Bressoud [4] within a very general setting: 
where Ji=jj+ ... +jkP, for i=l,2,...,k-1 and k>2. Our proof of the eqs. (53) and (54) relies on the following two lemmas, which we state without proof: 
It is easy to see that in the limit 1 -+ co these equations become Eq. (19) or (20), respectively. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of our technique, we give as a final example three expansion formulas, which seem to be new: Now we are able to prove formula (57).
Proof of (57). The triple product identity (9) 
x(1-q (4k+l)n+2r)(l -q(4k+l)n+4k-2r+l) (-lYq (1/2)(4k+l)j*-(1/2)(4k--4r+l)j = A,,,.
The case r = 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 16.
